Beetle 'horns' are rigid outgrowths of the insect cuticle used as weapons in contests for access to mates. Relative to their body size, beetle horns can be enormous. They protrude from any of five different regions of the head or thorax; they are curved, straight, branched or bladed; and their development is often coupled with the nutrient environment (male dimorphism) or with sex (sexual dimorphism). Here, we show that this extraordinary diversity of horns can be distilled down to four trajectories of morphological change -horn location, shape, allometry and dimorphism -and we illustrate how the developmental mechanisms regulating horn growth could generate each of these types of horn evolution. Specifically, we review two developmental pathways known to regulate growth of morphological structures in Drosophila and other insects: a limb-patterning pathway that specifies the location and shape of a structure, and the insulin pathway, which modulates trait growth in response to larval nutrition. We summarize preliminary evidence indicating that these pathways are associated with the development of beetle horns, and we show how subtle changes in the relative activities of these two pathways would be sufficient to generate most of the extant diversity of horn forms. Our objective is to intuitively connect genotype with phenotype, and to advocate an informed 'candidate gene' approach to studies of the developmental basis of evolution. We end by using this insight from development to offer a solution to the longstanding mystery of the scarabs: the observation by Darwin, Lameere, Arrow and others that this one family of beetles appeared to have a 'special tendency' towards the evolution of horns.
Introduction
One of the most exciting outcomes of the field of evolutionary developmental biology has been the realization that in diverse taxa, phenotypes are constructed in remarkably similar ways (eg Hall, 1992; Raff, 1996; Gerhart and Kirschner, 1997; Carroll et al, 2001) . Once biologists recognized that the location, timing and function of genes expressed in one laboratory model organism paralleled the expression of homologous genes in other model organisms, genetic studies of development became a lot more feasible for nonmodel organisms (Raff, 2000; Brakefield et al, 2003; Fitzpatrick et al, 2005) . This conservation of developmental processes means that it is now possible to predict a priori which genes and gene interactions are likely to control developmental processes in almost any taxon. Designing primers that bind to conserved regions of a specific candidate gene, and using those primers to probe DNA samples collected from a previously unstudied species, permits researchers to amplify and clone that gene from the new species, to design species-specific primers for the gene, to measure locations and levels of expression of the gene, and even to begin to study the function of this gene by temporarily 'knocking down' transcript levels during development (reviewed in: Fitzpatrick et al, 2005) . These approaches have brought comparative studies of animal development to a new level, and we now have information on the expression and function of important candidate genes from a wealth of animal taxa.
In this paper, we illustrate how this type of candidate gene approach can be used to study the development and evolution of a major morphological structure, beetle 'horns' (Figure 1 ). We briefly describe two developmental pathways known to be involved in the control of appendage growth in insects, and highlight elements of these pathways that function at the level of individual tissues to control the final sizes and shapes of adult morphological structures. We review recent evidence that these same pathways control the development of beetle horns, and show how studies of the expression and function of candidate genes in these pathways will permit us to reconstruct historical patterns of evolution of the developmental mechanisms regulating horn growth -a vital and exciting glimpse into the origin and evolutionary radiation of these exaggerated weapons of sexual selection.
The horned beetles
The fantastic shapes of beetles with horns have awed biologists for centuries (Drury, 1770; Fischer, 1823; Burmeister, 1847; Bates, 1863; Darwin, 1871; Paulian, 1935; Beebe, 1944; Arrow, 1951) . Beetle horns are rigid outgrowths of the exoskeleton typically used in combat between males for access to resources used by females (eg Eberhard, 1978; Rasmussen, 1994; Emlen, 2000; Hunt and Simmons, 2001; Iguchi, 2001; Hongo, 2003;  Figure 1 ). Although there are over 120 different families of beetle, and isolated representatives of many of these bear some form of cuticular outgrowth, the vast majority of horned species are concentrated within a single beetle family: the Scarabaeidae.
Thousands of scarab species bear horns (Arrow, 1951; Enrodi, 1985) . The extreme sizes of these structures (Figure 1 ), and their concentration within one taxonomic family of beetles, has led naturalists since Darwin to reflect on the special nature of the Scarabs, noting both that sexual selection appears to have acted especially effectively in these beetles (Darwin, 1871, p. 377) , and that they appeared to have a 'special tendency' to the acquisition of horns (Arrow, 1951, p. 94) . What was it about the scarabs that predisposed so many lineages towards the evolution of these exaggerated weapons? Recent advances in our understanding of how insects develop, and in particular, of how beetle horns develop, are providing fresh new tools for addressing this and other long-standing questions of animal diversity and morphological evolution.
Horns appear to have arisen repeatedly within the scarabs (eg Arrow, 1951; Grimaldi and Engel, 2005) , and in numerous lineages these structures have attained extreme proportions. Today, the geotrupids ('dor' beetles), the scarabaeids ('dung beetles') and the dynastines ('rhinoceros beetles') are predominated by species with exaggerated horns. Within each of these clades, horn morphologies are surprisingly evolutionarily labile (eg a recent phylogenetic analysis of 48 species from one scarab genus revealed 25 changes in the physical location of horns, and extensive interspecific variation in horn size and shape; Emlen et al, 2005b) . A close examination of this variation suggests that in addition to gains or losses of horns, there have been four principle axes, or trajectories of horn evolution (Figure 2 ). Species differ in the physical location of their horns (eg head vs thorax, center vs sides of the thorax). Species differ in horn shape (straight, curved, branched, etc.) . They also differ in horn allometry -a reflection both of the relative size of the horn, and of the developmental coupling of horn growth with among-individual variation in body size. Finally, species differ in the presence/absence, and the nature of dimorphism in horn expression, either male dimorphism (large vs small males) and/or sexual dimorphism (males vs females).
Combined, these four trajectories of morphological change can account for much of the visible diversity in Figure 1 Scarab beetles with horns. Sample taxa illustrating the extreme size, and some of the shapes, of beetle horns: top: Dynastes hercules (Dynastinae); middle, left to right: Golofa porteri (Dynastinae); Onthophagus rangifer (Scarabaeinae); Enema pan (Dynastinae); bottom: Proagoderus tersidorsis (Scarabaeinae); Proagoderus lanista (Scarabaeinae). Photos: O Helmy, D Emlen.
Beetle horn development and evolution DJ Emlen et al scarab horns. Categorizing these among-species patterns into biologically meaningful trajectories allows us to consider how these changes are generated -which physiological and developmental pathways are involved, and even which specific genes in these pathways are involved. Our long-term goal is to study the developmental mechanisms underlying all four of these trajectories in order to better understand the genetic bases for adaptive morphological evolution. In this paper, we summarize what is currently known about the developmental mechanisms regulating horn growth. Specifically, we describe two pathways now known to be involved with the control of horn development, and we illustrate why these are likely mechanisms for the evolutionary diversification of horn form.
Development of beetle horns
All scarab beetles undergo a complete metamorphosis during development: after three larval instars they molt into a pupa, and then subsequently into an adult. Once an individual has eclosed as an adult, they do not molt again, and their morphology is fixed for the remainder of their life.
Horns form during the larval period, from clusters of epidermal cells that detach from the larval cuticle and undergo a local burst of growth. In Onthophagus taurus, O. nigriventris and Xylotrupes gideon, the horns delay growth until very late in the larval period (the prepupa period; Figure 3 ). As animals purge their guts in preparation for metamorphosis, these epidermal cells begin a rapid burst of proliferation and form evaginated discs of densely folded tissue (horn discs) that unfurl to their full length when the animal sheds its larval cuticle and molts into a pupa (Emlen and Nijhout, 1999; Moczek and Nagy, 2005; Emlen et al, 2005a) .
Several factors are thought to control the amount of proliferation that occurs in these developing horn discs, and thus the final size of the horns. First, these structures are highly phenotypically plastic: their development depends critically on larval access to nutrition (Emlen, 1994; Iguchi, 1998; Moczek and Emlen, 1999; Hunt and Simmons, 2000; Karino et al, 2004) . Both horn size and body size are sensitive to variation in nutrition, and this results in a coupling of the amount of horn growth with overall body size (reflected in tight scaling relationships between horn length and body size, or allometry; Figure 2c ). Beetle horn development and evolution
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Second, horn growth in many scarabs is also regulated by developmental 'switch' mechanisms (sensu WestEberhard, 2003 ) that either truncate, or otherwise alter patterns of horn growth in specific subsets of individuals ( Figure 2d ). Females, for example, often do not produce horns irrespective of their nutritional environment or body size (sexual dimorphism). Similarly, males smaller than a threshold body size also often do not produce horns, resulting in horn lengths that scale very differently with body size from those of large males (male dimorphism). Unlike the mechanism of allometry, which modulates the growth of most adult traits in beetles, the mechanisms of dimorphism appear to affect only the growth of the horns.
Finally, a network of local gene interactions unfolds within the developing horn disc itself, specifying the shape and the approximate final size of the horn (the limb-patterning pathway). This pathway must interact with the physiological signaling mechanisms of allometry and dimorphism to coordinate the total amount of growth of a horn; although to our knowledge, how these mechanisms interact has yet to be investigated for any insect.
Initial studies of the endocrine regulation of horn growth in O. taurus focused on the dimorphic switches between horned and hornless patterns of development (eg Emlen and Nijhout, 1999; Emlen and Nijhout, 2001; Moczek and Nijhout, 2002) , and identified two critical windows during the third (final) larval stage when hormones appeared to influence the growth of horns (Figure 3 ). Current models suggest that interactions between the steroid hormone ecdysone and the terpenoid juvenile hormone (JH) control the fate of horn cells (growth permitted, growth suppressed) during a first critical period that occurs near the end of larval feeding, just prior to the gut purge (Period I). These endocrine events have been described in detail elsewhere (Emlen and Nijhout, 2001; Moczek and Nijhout, 2002; Emlen et al, 2005a ; see also Moczek, this issue), and we do not discuss them further here.
This paper focuses on a second critical period when horn cells are again sensitive to hormone levels (Period II): the period of horn growth. Animals have stopped feeding by this time, and the horns, wings, genitalia, and other appendage primordia undergo rapid proliferation. This is when the rate of trait growth is likely to be modulated in response to insulin or other circulating signals (eg in Drosophila: Mirth et al, 2005; Shingleton et al, 2005) ; this is when the outgrowth axis of horn discs is patterned (Moczek and Nagy, 2005) ; and this is when Figure 3 Development of beetle horns. (a) Horns form from clusters of epidermal cells (the horn disc) that undergo a localized burst of growth, ultimately producing a long evagination/outgrowth from the adult body. The cells that will form the horns begin proliferating near the end of the final (third) larval instar as animals stop feeding and purge their guts in preparation for metamorphosis (blue curve); horns have largely completed all growth by the end of the prepupa period. Horns at this stage comprise densely folded tubes of epidermis that unfurl as the animal sheds its larval cuticle. Third instar larva (b) and pupa (c) from O. taurus shown. Horn growth is known to be sensitive to endocrine signals during two critical periods: during the first (red box I) hormones appear to control the fate of horn cells (horn growth, no horn growth); during the second (red box II), they control the amount of horn growth. Considerable resorbtion of horn tissues can also occur in some individuals during the pupal period (eg in thoracic horns of females; see Moczek this issue).
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The limb-patterning pathway and the evolution of horn location and shape Insect imaginal discs are remarkably autonomous entities analogous in many ways to the limb buds of vertebrates (Panganiban et al, 1997; Shubin et al, 1997; Kojima, 2004; Weihe et al, 2005) . For this paper, we use the term 'imaginal discs' to refer broadly to insect appendage primordia, clusters of epithelial cells that form an axis of outgrowth, and whose proliferation is regulated at least partially independently from surrounding cells. This usage emphasizes shared properties of the development of these tissues, irrespective of whether they form as invaginations or evaginations, or whether they begin proliferating early (eg Drosophila wings, beetle legs) or late (eg butterfly eyes, beetle wings). See Svacha (1992) and Truman and Riddiford (2002) for more precise definitions and for an evolutionary context that places the highly derived (and atypical) discs of Drosophila within the broader milieu of insect appendage primordia).
It has been known for decades that discs could be surgically removed and transplanted to other body segments, or even to other individuals, without altering the identity or form of the structure produced by the disc (eg a leg disc still grows to become a leg; Kopec, 1922; Pohley, 1965; Hadorn, 1966) . Similarly, small pieces of a disc could be excised, and the surrounding cells would spontaneously begin proliferating and the missing region would be regenerated (eg Simpson et al, 1980; O'Brochta and Bryant, 1987; Gibson and Schubiger, 1999) . It was as if the disc itself contained the complete set of instructions needed to form an entire adult structure. In fact, this is precisely what happens, and some of the most impressive recent advances in the field of insect developmental genetics have focused on elucidating just how this process works (reviewed in Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997; Held, 2002; Johnston and Gallant, 2002; Kojima, 2004; Weihe et al, 2005) .
In Drosophila, the epithelial cells within each of the imaginal discs begin as a relatively undifferentiated sheet of cells, but discs become increasingly subdivided by a hierarchical sequence of spatially explicit signals that diffuse from cell to cell. Partially overlapping gradients of these signals create a mosaic of molecularly distinct regions, or domains, within the disc epithelium, and interactions between these signals (eg at the intersections of signal domains) initiate and coordinate subsequent patterns of gene expression and cell behavior. The result is a cascade of nested genetic interactions that is largely self-contained within the disc epithelium, so that each tier of gene expression is sufficient to induce the next. By the end of this process, the formerly uniform field of cells now has a very explicit pattern -a precise spatial map defined by the overlapping gradients of these different molecular signals.
The disc will not look like the final structure until it unfolds, an event that happens as the animal pupates. But by this stage all of the parts of the structure are in place: cells in dorsal regions can be distinguished from those in ventral regions, anterior is distinguishable from posterior, and, importantly, there is an axis of outgrowth -a distal tip to the structure that, once unfolded, will lie well outward from the rest of the body. Figure 4 illustrates a portion of the limb-patterning pathway, highlighting genes and interactions involved with localizing the distal tip of a Drosophila leg. We focus on this portion of the pathway because several authors suspect that it approximates an arthropod 'ground-plan' for body outgrowths (Campbell, 2002; Galindo et al, 2002; Kojima, 2004) , because all of the genes illustrated are known to be involved with the patterning of appendages in beetles (Nagy and Carroll, 1994; Sanchez-Salazar et al, 1996; Beermann et al, 2001; Prpic and Tautz, 2003; Beermann and Schroder, 2004; Jockusch et al, 2004) , and because six of these genes have already been shown to be expressed in developing beetle horns (aristaless (al), distal-less (dll), dachshund (dac): Moczek and Nagy, 2005 ; AP Moczek personal communication); wingless (wg), decapentaplegic (dpp), epidermal growth factor receptor (egfr):
Limb patterning is inextricably coupled with cell proliferation and appendage growth, and herein lies the exciting connection between this pathway and morphological evolution. Many of the same signal interactions that specify domains within the disc also stimulate and coordinate cell proliferation within those domains (reviews: Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997; Johnston and Gallant, 2002) . This means that changes in the relative sizes of domains within a growing disc will result in changes to the relative sizes of the corresponding regions of the final structure (eg the size of the femur relative to the tibia in an insect leg), and recently several authors have been able to link variation in appendage morphology with specific changes in the domains of expression of patterning genes (eg Niwa et al, 2000; Jockusch et al, 2004; Palsson et al, 2005) . In fact, it has become clear that even large-scale (eg among-species) differences in the sizes and shapes of body parts may arise from subtle, trait-specific alterations in the spatial domains and levels of expression of patterning genes (eg Abouheif and Wray, 2002; Inoue et al, 2002; Beermann and Schroder, 2004; Jockusch et al, 2004) . Thus, the limb-patterning pathway plays a central and crucial role in specifying the final morphology -the shape and the approximate final size -of adult insect structures, and this pathway is likely to be involved in the evolution of traits like beetle horns.
Patterning and the origin of beetle horns All arthropod body outgrowths or appendages studied to date utilize some form of this basic patterning process during their development (eg Panganiban et al, 1997; Jockusch et al, 2004) , and activation of this pathway alone is sufficient to generate novel structures -new outgrowths in new body regions (eg Campbell et al, 1993 Gibson and Schubiger, 1999) . Although these novel outgrowths are generated in the laboratory, they illustrate the self-contained property of this signaling pathway, and the potential for this pathway to be involved in the evolution of novel morphological structures.
Beetle horns arose as novel morphological structures. Although their development shares many similarities with the development of other insect imaginal discs, the horns do not themselves derive from these traditional discs (at least so far as we know). Instead, they appear to have arisen as new regions of epidermal tissue that at some point in the history of the scarabs began to behave like imaginal discs. Specifically, they began to form an axis of outgrowth. This strongly suggests that the evolution of beetle horns entailed the deployment of the limb-patterning pathway in novel regions of the larval epidermis, resulting in the formation of new developmental axes of outgrowth, and new projections from the body wall. Recent experiments by Moczek and Nagy (2005) provided the first clues that this is indeed the case: they showed that the proteins of the patterning genes distal-less (dll) and aristaless (al) were present in beetle horn discs in regions corresponding to the distal tips of the developing horns. Similarly, we have now shown that the patterning genes wingless (wg), decapentaplegic (dpp), and epidermal growth factor receptor (egfr) also are expressed in horn discs during the period of horn growth (D Emlen, Q Szafran, L Corley and I Dworkin, in preparation). Although no studies have yet confirmed a functional role for these genes in the patterning of beetle horns, their timing and locations of expression provide compelling preliminary evidence that this patterning pathway is involved in both the development and evolution of these structures. Figure 4 Two pathways putatively involved with the development and evolution of beetle horns (and other appendages/outgrowths of arthropods). The limb-patterning pathway (blue) acts largely autonomously within the cluster of epidermal cells that will form the horn (ie within the horn 'imaginal disc'). Patterning results from a hierarchical cascade of local signaling interactions that delineate precise regions within the structure, and coordinate cell proliferation within those regions (see text for references). Elements shown are all involved with the formation of an axis of outgrowth (proximal-distal), and altered expression of any of these pathway elements are predicted to change the dimensions/proportions of the resulting structure (eg the length and shape of the horn), as well as the precise location of the structure (which cells become the distal tip; dark blue ring at lower right). Cell proliferation in insect imaginal discs is modulated in response to larval nutrition. The Insulin pathway (left) incorporates long-range (whole-animal) circulating signals that, when bound to receptors within the different imaginal discs, control the rate of proliferation that occurs in the disc. Altered levels of expression of elements in this pathway changes how specific traits respond to the nutrition environment, and are predicted to change trait allometry. Reduced signaling in either of these pathways would dramatically alter horn growth, and both are candidate mechanisms for dimorphism (male dimorphism, sexual dimorphism) in horn expression. Abbreviations: limb patterning pathway, ubx, ultrabithorax; en, engrailed; hh, hedgehog; wg, wingless; dpp, decapentaplegic; dac, dachshund; dll, distal-less; egfr, epidermal growth factor receptor; al, aristaless; Insulin pathway, PTEN, protein tyrosine phosphatase; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol-3-OH-kinase; PIP 3 , phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5) triphosphate; PKB ( ¼ Akt), protein kinase B; FOXO, forkhead-related transcription factor; 4E-BP, 4E-binding protein; S6, S6 kinase.
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Patterning and the evolution of horn location and shape In Drosophila, the limb-patterning pathway determines which cells will become the distal tip of a developing structure (ie the precise location of the point of outgrowth), and this pathway specifies the relative sizes of regions within the developing structure (ie the shape of the resulting outgrowth). Here, we use studies of the function of patterning genes in Drosophila legs to illustrate how changes in the expression of elements in this pathway might contribute to the evolution of beetle horns.
Wingless (wg) and decapentaplegic (dpp) are the primary organizers of imaginal discs (Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997; Johnston and Gallant, 2002; Weihe et al, 2005) . Cells at their point of intersection (ie with high levels of both signals) become the distal tip of the growing appendage, and gradients of Wg and Dpp protein determine the amount of growth along the new proximal/distal (outgrowth) axis (Struhl and Basler, 1993; Diaz-Benjumea et al, 1994; Held et al, 1994; Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997) . As a result of their role in determining the precise location of the axis of outgrowth, and their role in determining the amount of outgrowth, the patterning genes wg and dpp are candidates for genetic changes in horn location, and in horn size. Furthermore, because juxtaposition of these two signals can initiate new axes of outgrowth (eg bifurcation or branching of an appendage, see above), altered expression of these same two genes may underlie shifts from a single horn to a symmetrical pair of horns (eg Figure 2b) , or the branching of horns (eg Dworkin et al, 2001 ) -in other words, they may underlie genetic changes in horn shape.
Mutations in several additional pathway elements also affect the amount of proliferation within discs and the resulting final sizes and shapes of structures, and for these same reasons are candidates for horn evolution. Four of these patterning genes are expressed specifically at the distal tips of outgrowths/appendages (distal-less (dll), arista-less (al), epidermal growth factor receptor (egfr)), or in the medial regions of appendages (dachshund (dac)), and are required for growth of their respective regions within an appendage (eg Diaz-Benjumea et al, 1994; Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997; Galindo et al, 2002; Kojima, 2004; Weihe et al, 2005) . If they function similarly in scarabs, then changes in levels or domains of expression of any of these genes could alter the shape, the final size, or even the presence/absence of a beetle horn.
In summary, the limb-patterning pathway is responsible for determining the shapes, and the approximate final sizes of adult morphological structures in insects. The specification of pattern results from a largely selfcontained (autonomous) and local (within-disc) cascade of genetic interactions whereby each tier of expressed genes initiates the next, and where particular combinations and levels of expressed genes interact to specify both the regional identity, and the relative amounts of growth, of the affected cells. This patterning process is self-contained in the sense that it can unfold largely in the absence of external signals, and because it can be initiated in novel developmental contexts/locations. However, growth of insect imaginal discs is not entirely autonomous, and under natural conditions the amount of growth is modulated by several long-range signals that circulate globally within the insect, and that couple cell proliferation with external circumstances such as nutrition (Hipfner and Cohen, 1999; Stern and Emlen, 1999; Bryant, 2001; Goberdhan and Wilson, 2002; Emlen and Allen, 2004; Weihe et al, 2005) . One of these signals is insulin.
The insulin pathway and the evolution of allometry
Cell proliferation requires high levels of protein synthesis, and in both vertebrates and insects, this process is regulated by the insulin pathway (Johnston and Gallant, 2002) . In insects, insulin-like peptides (secreted primarily by insulin-producing cells in the brain), probably in cooperation with growth factors (secreted by the fat bodies), bind to the insulin receptor and activate an evolutionarily conserved signal transduction cascade that controls the activity of the protein translation machinery (Weinkove and Leevers, 2000; Claeys et al, 2002 ; Figure 4 ).
The insulin pathway is an ideal candidate for the developmental mechanism of trait allometry because levels of both insulin and growth factor signals are sensitive to larval nutrition, and because these signal levels affect overall rates of cell proliferation in imaginal discs during the period of disc growth (Kawamura et al, 1999; Day and Lawrence, 2000; Masumura et al, 2000; Britton et al, 2002; Ikeya et al, 2002; Nijhout and Grunert, 2002) . Importantly, although the signals of this pathway circulate throughout the insect, both the receptor and pathway are activated within target tissues; in this case, within imaginal discs. Thus, a dialogue between circulating signals and tissue-level sensitivities to those signals determines the patterns of growth of each structure, and genetic differences among discs in how they respond to the insulin signaling 'environment' comprises a plausible mechanism for the evolution of trait allometries (Nijhout, 2003a; Emlen and Allen, 2004; Shingleton et al, 2005) .
If the insulin pathway is involved with the nutritiondependent modulation of trait growth, then we can make several explicit predictions. Differences among traits (eg imaginal discs) in how they respond to insulin signals should affect both their overall rates of proliferation, and, just as importantly, it should affect the sensitivity of their proliferation to the nutrition environment: discs that are highly sensitive to insulin signals are expected to exhibit nutrition-dependent (plastic) variation in growth and final trait sizes, whereas discs less sensitive to insulin signals are expected to exhibit nutrition-independent (canalized) patterns of growth and final trait size. Stated another way, traits sensitive to insulin signals should display steep and positive allometries in natural populations (trait size tightly correlated with among-individual variation in body size), and traits insensitive to insulin signals should have shallow/flat allometry slopes (trait size not correlated with variation in body size).
Each of these predictions has been borne out in Drosophila. Genetic perturbations to the insulin pathway within specific discs dramatically alters the rate of proliferation and the final sizes of those traits (Weinkove et al, 1999; Goberdhan and Wilson, 2002; Puig et al, 2003; Mirth et al, 2005; Shingleton et al, 2005) , and highly nutrition-sensitive (plastic) traits with steep allometry slopes (eg wings) are much more sensitive to insulin signaling (and to perturbations in insulin signaling) than
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are nutrition-insensitive (canalized) traits with shallow allometry slopes (eg genitalia; Shingleton et al, 2005) . For these reasons, the insulin pathway is now thought to be the primary physiological mechanism underlying nutrition-dependent modulation of imaginal disc growth generally (Bryant, 2001; Britton et al, 2002; Johnston and Gallant, 2002; Weihe et al, 2005) , and trait allometry specifically (Goberdhan and Wilson, 2002; Nijhout, 2003b; Emlen and Allen, 2004; Mirth et al, 2005; Shingleton et al, 2005) .
The fourth trajectory: evolution of horn dimorphism
The insulin pathway is also a likely candidate for the mechanisms of dimorphism in horn expression. Both sexual dimorphism and male dimorphism involve a reprogramming of trait allometry (Figure 2d ). In the beetle O. nigriventris, horn growth in large males is sensitive to nutrition, and across their size range horns scale steeply and positively with body size. Horn growth in small males and females is less sensitive to nutrition, and these horns do not scale with body size (flat allometry).
We predicted that if the insulin pathway was involved with this switch in horn allometry, then horn discs in large males would be sensitive to circulating insulin signals, but horn discs in small males and females would not. Specifically, we predicted that a truncation event somewhere in the insulin pathway in the horn discs of small males and females would uncouple proliferation in these structures from circulating insulin signalsshutting off cell proliferation irrespective of the actual nutritional state or body size of the animal. As a first test of these hypotheses, we quantified relative expression of the insulin receptor gene (InR) in the horn discs of large males, small males, and females of this species. We cloned by degenerate PCR a 452 bp fragment of an O. nigriventris InR homolog and performed quantitative real-time PCR. We found that by the end of the period of horn growth (Period II), InR transcript abundances differed significantly between individuals with (large males) and without (small males, females) horn growth, and in a direction consistent with a disruption of pathway activity in the horn discs of 'reprogrammed' individuals ( Figure 5 ). Although this represents only one element in the insulin pathway (and only one of five species we are currently studying), these results already implicate altered insulin signaling in the mechanism suppressing horn growth in small males and females.
We now suspect that in O. nigriventris the insulin pathway is truncated at some point downstream from the insulin receptor, and that this comprises the reprogramming event resulting in horn dimorphism (ie altered insulin signaling appears to be one of the 'downstream' pathways regulated by the endocrine threshold mechanism determining horn fate during Period I). In this case, reduced signaling through this pathway would keep the fork-head transcription factor gene FOXO in an activated state, which both shuts off cell proliferation, and upregulates transcription of the insulin receptor in these horn discs ( Figure 5) .
Interestingly, this situation is what occurs systemically in animals that are starved: it is a physiological mechanism that arrests overall growth under starvation conditions (Junger et al, 2003; Kramer et al, 2003 ; Puig and Figure 5 Example of candidate gene transcript abundance associated with horn expression. (a) Quantitative real-time PCR was conducted on the O. nigriventris InR transcript, using 28S as a control for overall levels of RNA (Pfaffl, 2004; Johnson et al, 2005) . At the beginning of horn growth (early Period II) there is no evidence for differential expression of the InR gene between large males which grow horns, and small males and females who lack horns. However, during the period of maximal horn growth (late Period II) there is a highly significant (Po0.0001) difference in expression of the InR gene that is associated with horn growth: horn cells from small males and females had significantly higher levels of InR transcript than similar cells from large males. (b) The insulin signaling pathway, illustrating one explanation for this result: as signaling through the insulin pathway is increased overall in large males, the expression of InR decreases in horn discs due to kinase-dependent inactivation of its transcriptional activator FOXO by PKB/Akt (red bar; Kramer et al, 2003; Puig and Tijan, 2005) . (c) In horn discs of small males and females pathway activity is truncated at some point downstream from the insulin receptor (tissue 'reprogramming' resulting from the mechanism of horn dimorphism). Reduced signaling through this pathway keeps FOXO in an activated state, causing an upregulation of InR transcription (Puig and Tijan, 2005 ) and shutting off cell proliferation through the transcriptional inhibitor 4E-BP (red arrows; Junger et al, 2003) . Data from D Emlen, L Corley, I Dworkin and Q Szafran, in preparation.
Beetle horn development and evolution DJ Emlen et al Tijan, 2005) . However, large females, and probably even small males are not starved, and in these animals the arrested development applies to only a single structure, the horns, at a time when other traits like wings and eyes are still growing. Thus, it appears that both male dimorphism and sexual dimorphism may have evolved in part through the co-option of an existing physiological mechanism for coping with poor nutrition. Coupling the activity of this pathway in developing horn discs with either the attainment of a threshold body size (male dimorphism), or with a genetic factor associated with sex (sexual dimorphism), could have reprogrammed patterns of horn growth in specific subsets of the population (eg small males, females), and led to the evolution of dimorphism in horn expression.
The limb-patterning pathway also may be involved in the reprogramming of horn growth in dimorphic beetle taxa. Moczek and Nagy (2005) found clear differences in the domains of expression of distal-less (dll) and aristaless (al) proteins when they compared the horn discs of large males, small males, and females of O. nigriventris and O. taurus (see also Moczek, this issue). We detected significant differences in the relative transcript abundances of wingless (wg) and decapentaplegic (dpp) in horn discs of these same categories of individuals in O. nigriventris (D Emlen, Q Szafran, L Corley, I Dworkin, in preparation) , and are currently measuring them in the dynastine beetle Xylotrupes gideon. Both studies detected differences in the relative expression of patterning genes consistent with a role for this pathway in the mechanisms of horn dimorphism. Although it will still be necessary to confirm functional roles for these genes in the regulation of horn growth, it is already becoming clear that both the limb-patterning and the insulin pathways affect the amount of cell proliferation that occurs in developing beetle horns, and we suspect that both pathways are also involved with the suppression (or regression -see Moczek this issue) of horn growth in dimorphic taxa.
The next steps: current research and future directions
This paper illustrates what we consider to be the essential first step in any candidate gene study: identifying the most relevant candidate pathways and genes. Our next steps involve testing for functional roles of these pathways in each of the four trajectories of horn evolution. We are cloning fragments of four patterning and five insulin pathway genes from several different scarab species, chosen from a phylogeny to encompass both head and thoracic horns, species with and without horn dimorphism, and three of the four principle clades of scarabs with exaggerated weapons (Scarabaeinae, Dynastinae, Lucanidae; Figure 6 ). We are using quantitative measures of the expression of these genes (eg rt-PCR) to assess the activities of each developmental pathway. To study allometry, we are comparing insulin pathway activity in wings, horns and genitalia -traits that differ in their allometry -and we are comparing conspecific populations with divergent allometries. To study dimorphism, we are comparing pathway activities in horns, which are reprogrammed (dimorphism), to wings, which are not, to begin to discern more precisely where in each pathway activity is truncated (the locus of reprogramming). To study location and shape, we are capitalizing on the tremendous variation present within each species, and we are measuring the relative activity of the patterning pathway in individuals with horns that differ in their curvature, branching, and location (eg center vs sides of the head). In all cases, we are complementing descriptive measures of pathway activity (quantitation of relative candidate gene expression) with perturbation experiments that alter either insulin signaling (eg added insulin, RNAi 'knockdown' of the insulin receptor), or limb patterning (RNAi knockdown of wg, egfr), to confirm functional roles for each pathway in the regulation of horn growth, and in the evolution of horn location, shape, allometry and dimorphism.
Lessons learned so far from these studies of development mirror what we see when we map horns onto phylogenies: these complex morphological structures are astonishingly evolutionarily labile. It does not appear to be difficult to generate the types of morphological changes that we observe, and we now suspect that subtle genetic changes in just a handful of elements in these two pathways would be sufficient to generate all four of the major trajectories of horn evolution. Overall, our goal is to use this comparative study to reconstruct historical patterns of evolution of the developmental mechanisms regulating horn growth -an exciting step in a much larger study of the origin and evolutionary radiation of these weapons of sexual selection. We end by illustrating just one of the ways that information about development may help resolve long-standing questions of character evolution.
Mystery of the scarabs resolved?
Biologists have long recognized that the scarabs seemed to have an intrinsic predisposition for the evolution of exaggerated horns (eg Darwin, 1871; Lameere, 1904; Arrow, 1951 ), yet no scarab systematist that we are aware of has reconstructed the ancestor of the scarabs as a beetle with horns; there simply are too many hornless species, and the major clades with horns are too widely dispersed within this multitude of hornless taxa (Figure 6 ). This clear pattern led Arrow to conclude in his treatise 'The Horned Beetles ' (1951) that 'it is certain that these horns have had no common origin' (p. 94). Recently, our studies of horn development have caused us to revisit this longstanding 'mystery of the scarabs,' and this developmental perspective has led us to a very different conclusion.
Most scarab horns are dimorphic (review: Emlen and Nijhout, 2000) . Dimorphic mechanisms enable the complete suppression of horn growth in subsets of individuals (eg small males, females), and breakdowns in these mechanisms can lead to sudden reappearances of horns either in the lab (eg experiments perturbing hormone levels during the period of horn growth; Emlen and Nijhout, 1999; Moczek and Nijhout, 2002) or in nature (eg 'gynandromorph' females with full expression of 'male' horns; Lachaume, 1983; Dechambre, 1987; Ratcliffe, 1989) .
As these developmental 'switch' or threshold mechanisms can lead to sudden reversals in the expression (or suppression) of complex morphological traits, they are predicted to facilitate rapid and repeated evolution of these structures (West-Eberhard, 2003) . Within the beetle genus Onthophagus, threshold mechanisms of dimorphism appear to have contributed to a mosaic pattern of horn evolution (multiple gains and losses of horns; Emlen et al, 2005a) , and we have begun to suspect that these same mechanisms might explain patterns of horn evolution within the scarabs as a whole. All of the principle clades of horned scarabs (Figure 6 ) contain species with pronounced male and sexual dimorphism, suggesting that the origin of these regulatory processes may predate the divergence of these lineages -that is both horns and horn dimorphism may have been present in the common ancestor to all of the scarabs. If true, this would mean that the developmental capacity to suppress horn growth may be a shared feature of all scarabs; it would also mean that the tens of thousands of extant hornless scarab species were secondarily hornless.
Several observations -all reflecting a developmental perspective -suggest that this may in fact be the case. First, most of the 'hornless' families and subfamilies of scarabs contain at least a few species with either rudimentary horns (eg Plecomidae, Passalidae, Ochodaidae, Orphninae), or with fully-developed horns (eg Melolonthinae, Cetoniinae, Rutelinae). The locations, shapes and patterns of expression (dimorphism) of these horns are often similar to the horns of other scarabs ( Figure 6 ). Second, the pupal stages of many scarabs have thoracic 'horns', and these are often present in individuals (eg females) or species that lack this horn as adults. Pupal 'horns' may serve a current function as support structures protecting animals during the vulnerable metamorphic molt (Main, 1922; Halffter and Matthews, 1966; Edmonds and Hallfter, 1978) , but they may also represent developmental carry-overs from a Figure 6 Partial phylogeny for the families and subfamilies of scarab beetles (Coleoptera: Scarabaeoidea) illustrating lineages with head or pronotal (thorax) horns (approximate no. species in parentheses). The majority of species with exaggerated horns are concentrated within three distantly related clades (Geotrupidae, Scarabaeinae, Dynastinae) that collectively represent only 20% of extant scarab species. For this reason, horns are thought to have arisen multiple times independently within the superfamily, leading Darwin and others to speculate on the 'special tendency' of scarabs towards evolution of enlarged horns. However, all but three of the included clades contain either rudimentary horns (1), at least a few genera or species with enlarged horns (2) or pupal horns (3), and one completely hornless subfamily contains mutant individuals with horns (4). Even the lucanids, which primarily produce enlarged mandibles as weapons, contain species with head and pronotal horns (eg Sinodendron). At least nine clades also contain threshold mechanisms for dimorphic horn expression (5). We interpret these as evidence for an inherited developmental capacity for the production of horns, and suggest that the ancestor of the scarabs may have had both horns and horn dimorphism. Representative horned species from primarily 'hornless' clades: (a) Pleocoma marquai (Pleocomidae); (b) Odontotaenius disjunctus (Passalidae) (c) Sinodendron cylindricum (Lucanidae); (d) Theodosia viridaurata (Cetoniinae); (e) Fruhstorferia sexmaculata (Rutelinae); (f) mutant 'horned' individual of Pterorthochaetes armatus (Ceratocanthidae). Tree topology partially from Smith et al (in review); Browne and Scholtz, 1998; Browne and Scholtz, 1999 . Node ages based on fossil records (Krell 2000) . Species numbers and taxon descriptions from Ratcliffe and Jameson (eds) Generic guide to new world scarabs (http://www-museum.unl.edu/research/entomology/ Guide/index4.htm).
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horn that was present in the adult stages of an ancestor (Ballerio, 1999; A Moczek and T Cruickshank, personal communication) . Third, even within completely hornless species -in one case a species within a completely hornless subfamily, the Ceratocanthidae, which have been a distinct clade for at least 65 million years -mutant adult individuals occasionally appear with fully developed horns, and these horns also resemble the horns of other scarabs (Figure 6f ; Ziani, 1995; Ballerio, 1999; A. Ballerio, personal communication) . We interpret all of these as evidence for the existence of a mechanism for horn development in these scarab families -a mechanism that is apparently suppressed in most individuals of most of species. Consideration of this developmental potential for horn growth leads to a very different reconstruction for the ancestral state of the earliest scarabs, and we now suspect that these Jurassic beetles may have had both horns, and horn dimorphism.
What was the 'special tendency' of the scarabs that predisposed so many lineages towards the evolution of horns? We suggest that it was a shared and inherited developmental capacity both for the production of horns, and for the facultative suppression of horn growth. The first scarabs are thought to have excavated burrows either into the stems of cycads (Lameere, 1904) or into the soil (Scholtz and Chown, 1995) . Contests over restricted (defendable) substrates are an almost universal feature of extant horned beetle species (eg Eberhard, 1978; Eberhard, 1987; Rasmussen, 1994; Emlen, 2000; Iguchi, 2001; Hongo, 2003) , and the first scarab horns may have aided animals in battles within the confines of these early burrows. We further suggest that the mechanisms of dimorphism facilitated rapid gains, losses, and regains of horns in the history of these beetles, and contributed to the patterns observed by Darwin, Lameere, Arrow and others: multiple, disparate lineages of scarabs that appear to have independently evolved horns.
There are several ways to begin to test this hypothesis. For example, we predict that mutant individuals with horns (teratologies) will be found in additional lineages of hornless scarabs, and that fossils of early scarabs will be found with horns. But the most compelling tests are likely to come from studies of horn development. Comparative studies of development have helped resolve several long-standing controversies involving the deep past (eg the origin of insect wings (Shubin et al, 1997) and wing polyphenism (Abouheif and Wray, 2002) ), in part because they bring an entirely new and informative suite of characters to these analyses. In this case, we will compare the endocrine mechanisms generating dimorphism, and the 'downstream' pathways involved with horn growth (limb patterning, insulin), in three widely divergent clades of scarabs representing what are traditionally considered to be three independent evolutionary origins of horns (scarabaeinae, dynastinae, lucanidae), to search for signatures of a shared past embedded within the details of their respective developmental mechanisms.
